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The first photoabsorption band of water around 8 eV is studied with the molecular dynamics computer
simulation technique under ambient and supercritical conditions. By employment of the polarizable TAB/
10D potential model (Bursulaya, B. D.; Jeon, J.; Zichi, D. A.; Kim, H. J.J. Chem. Phys.1997, 108, 3286),
the electronic structure variations of the ground and low-lying excited states of water with solvation are
explicitly accounted for via the truncated adiabatic basis-set representation. Compared with theX̃1A1 f Ã1B1

transition in vacuum, the absorption spectrum tends to be blue-shifted and broadened in solution, consonant
with experiments. It is found that both the solvation and Rydbergization destabilizations of the first excited
states of individual water molecules, compared with their respective ground states, contribute to the blue
shift, while the line broadening arises from the inhomogeneous distribution of their solvation environments.
Also there is significant electronic mixing of the excited states, induced by solvation. As a result, their dipole
character varies dramatically with the fluctuating solvation environment as well as with the thermodynamic
conditions, e.g., density. Its potential consequences for the Urbach tail of the spectrum observed in condensed
phases are discussed. Also new insights into multiphoton ionization of water from the excited-state electronic
perspective are presented.

I. Introduction

Photoabsorption spectroscopy is one of the important means
to probe water excited states and its photophysical and
photochemical properties.1 As such, it has received extensive
attention for quite some time.2-12 Despite these efforts, however,
the excited state electronic structure variation with solvation
and its influence on, e.g., absorption line shape in the condensed
phases are still not well understood. For instance, the maximum
intensity line of the first photoabsorption band is blue-shifted
to ∼8.2 eV in liquid water and∼8.4 eV in ice,2-11 compared
with that of vapor near 7.4 eV.12 This is usually attributed to
the Rydbergization effect.13 To be specific, highly Rydberg-
like excited states overlap strongly with the core electronic states
of neighboring water molecules, so that they become destabilized
in the condensed phases through the enhanced exchange
repulsion, compared with the ground state.14 The increasing
blue-shift observed for matrix-isolated water with the decreasing
size of the matrix constituents appears to confirm this view.15

However, this does not explain, e.g., larger blue shift in ice
than in ambient water because the exchange repulsion is
expected to be weaker in the former because of its lower density
than in the latter. Considering also the well-established result
that the dipole directions of the ground and first excited states
of water are opposite to each other,16 we would expect that other
factors, e.g., solvation, could play a significant role as well.

Another interesting feature in photoabsorption of water is a
long tail (“Urbach tail”) which appears on the red edge of the
lowest band in the condensed phases. Although this was not
observed in reflectance experiments,5,10 the existence of the tail
is generally accepted from transmission studies.3,4,6,8,9There it

is found that the tail is extended into the low-energy regions
much more so in liquid water than in iceseven below the
absorption band of vapor. Its intensity decreases nearly expo-
nentially with diminishing photon energy. It also shifts toward
longer wavelengths as the temperature rises. Several theories
have been proposed to explain the origin of the tail in water,
including the localized excitations,3a,8 tail of a Gaussian absorp-
tion band,3b charge transfer between water molecules,1a and
excited-state character change from Rydberg to valence-bond
states with the elongation of the intramolecular O-H bond.15

As indicated by the number of widely different models, the
origin of the tail is largely unresolved and is still the object of
ongoing controversy.1

There have been only a few theoretical studies on photo-
excitation properties of liquid water. The main reason for
sparsity is presumably the technical difficulty associated with
the incorporation of a solvent electronic descriptionswhich
allows for excitationssinto the simulation algorithms. Laasonen
et al. conducted a density functional simulation study to analyze
the HOMO-LUMO gap of water.17 Borgis and Staib examined
the solvation effects on absorption using a four-state valence-
bond description.18 By employing the truncated adiabatic basis-
set (TAB) description,19 Kim and co-workers investigated the
first absorption band of ambient water and obtained reasonable
agreement with measurements, including blue shift.20 Various
ab initio calculations predict spectral blue shift also for small
clusters (H2O)n (n ) 2-6).21-24

In this paper, we extend our previous simulation study of
electronic spectroscopy20 by including the Rydbergization
destabilization and present a detailed analysis of the environ-
mental effects on spectral line shape. For comparison, we also
analyze the Stark effect on the ground and first excited states
of an isolated water molecule using the ab initio quantum
chemistry methods. Our results indicate that the dipole moment
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of the excited states relevant for the first absorption band varies
significantly with the photon energy. Also their electronic
character is strongly modulated by the thermodynamic condi-
tions. For instance, the average dipole direction of the first
excited states of water molecules varies with density; it is
parallel to the ground-state dipole in ambient water, whereas it
is antiparallel under low-density supercritical conditions. This
is due to the solvation-dependent electronic mixing of the excited
states. Its consequences for the spectral line shape, in particular,
Urbach tail, and implications for multiphoton ionization25,26are
considered. Also as an experimental probe of the excited-state
electronic structure variations of water with solvation, Stark-
effect spectroscopy27 is suggested.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In section II we briefly
review the theoretical formulation for the solvent electronic
description based on TAB. Ab initio results on the Stark effect
for an isolated water molecule are presented in section III. In
section IV, the simulation results for the photoabsorption spectra
of water are analyzed. A novel interpretation of its Urbach tail
and a new insight into multiphoton ionization of water are
presented. The concluding remarks are offered in section V.

II. TAB Theory

We begin with a brief summary of the TAB formulation for
the solvent electronic description of ref 19. We repeat only the
formulas essential to establishing our notation and to analyzing
photoabsorption. For details, the reader is referred to ref 19.

In the TAB approach, the electronic wave functionψn
i of

moleculei (i ) 1, 2, ...,N) in solution is expressed as a linear
combination of a few multielectron wave functionsφµ

i (µ ) 0,
1, ...) that are the eigenstates of its vacuum Hamiltonianĥi

wheren labels the single-molecule states in solution andεµ
vac,i

is the vacuum energy eigenvalue. Because of the intermolecular
Coulombic interactions in solution, the state coefficientscnµ

i

for eachi fluctuate with its surrounding solvent environment.19

Thus, the variations of dipole moment and polarizability ofi
are described by a solvation-dependent mixing ofφµ

i ’s in this
theory (see section III below for its limitations). Hereafter,
φµ

i ’s will be referred to as TAB functions (or simply basis
functions).

The effective HamiltonianĤ for the solvent system is given
by

where ûC
ij and uLJ

ij denote respectively the Coulombic and
Lennard-Jones interactions between moleculesi and j. For
simplicity, we have assumed in eq 2 thatuLJ

ij is independent of
the electronic states of the interacting pair. In a point-dipole
approximation for the solvent charge distribution,28 ûC

ij is given
by

wherep̂i is the electric dipole operator fori, rbi is its position
vector, andTij is the dipole tensor betweeni and j. In the self-
consistent-field (SCF) approximation, the ground-state wave
function ΨSCF and electronic potential energyU of the entire

solvent system are

where the single-molecule wave function and energy,ψn
i and

εn
i (n ) 0, 1, ...), satisfy a set of “Fock” equations

andµbi is the ground-state dipole expectation value ofi.
To study electronic spectroscopy, we considerΨa

i

where moleculei is excited from its ground state to levela.
Thus, Ψa

i ’s describe the situation where only one water
molecule is electronically excited while the rest of the molecules
are in their respective ground states. As such, they represent
excitations localized to a single molecule with the complete
neglect of electronic relaxation. Hereafter,Ψa

i ’s will be re-
ferred to as one-molecule excited states (1MES). The energy
differences between the SCF ground state and 1MES are

Analogous to Brillouin’s theorem in gas-phase electronic
structure theory,29 Ψa

i ’s are not directly coupled toΨSCF.19

Thus, we can perform configuration interaction calculations
among 1MES. Hereafter, this will be referred to as 1MCI. This
provides a size-consistent method for the excited states, which
takes into account a certain electronic relaxation effect, i.e.,
exciton delocalization, accompanying electronic transitions. It
involves the diagonalization of a CI matrix

wherepba0
i is the transition dipole moment betweenψa

i andψ0
i .

III. Stark Effect on Water Electronic Structure

Before we embark on our simulation study, we first inves-
tigate the electronic structure of an isolated water molecule
subject to a uniform electric field with the CASSCF (complete
active space self-consistent field) quantum chemistry method.
The reason for this is 2-fold, i.e., to gain insight into (1) the
effects of the electric field arising from the solution environment
on electronic structure and (2) the limitations of the TAB
description [section II] employed in the simulations. We used
the augmented cc-pVDZ basis of Dunning et al. in the ab initio
calculations; this is of double-zeta quality extended by the
addition of polarization and diffuse functions for each atom
including hydrogen.30 To include the effects of the Rydberg
states, we also added the Rydberg basis of Dunning and Hay31

to oxygen. The resulting basis (aug-cc-pVDZ+ DH-Ryd-
berg)32 yields 53 AOs (atomic orbitals) for water. The CASSCF

ψn
i ) ∑

µ

cnµ
i

φµ
i ; ĥi

φµ
i ) εµ

vac,i
φµ

i (1)

Ĥ ) ∑
i

ĥi + ∑
j
∑
i(>j)

[ûC
ij + uLJ

ij ] ≡ Ĥel + ∑
j
∑
i(>j)

uLJ
ij (2)

ûC
ij ) p̂i‚Tij‚p̂

j; Tij ) ∇i∇j
1

| rbi - rbj|
(i * j) (3)

|ΨSCF〉 ) ∏
i)1

N

|ψ0
i 〉; ε0 ) ∑

i

ε0
i

ESCF
G ) 〈ΨSCF|Ĥel|ΨSCF〉 ) ε0 - ∑

j
∑
i(>j)

µbi‚Tij‚µb
j

U ) 〈ΨSCF|Ĥ|ΨSCF〉 ) ESCF
G + ∑

j
∑
i(>j)

uLJ
ij (4)

f̂ i|ψn
i 〉 ) [ĥi + û1M

i ]|ψn
i 〉 ) εn

i |ψn
i 〉;

û1M
i ≡ ∑

j(*i)

µbj‚Tji‚p̂
i; µbi ) 〈ψ0

i |p̂i|ψ0
i 〉 (5)

|Ψa
i 〉 ) [∏

j(*i)

|ψ0
j 〉]|ψa

i 〉 (a * 0) (6)

∆Ea
i ) 〈Ψa

i |Ĥ|Ψa
i 〉 - 〈ΨSCF|Ĥ|ΨSCF〉 ) ESCF

G + εa
i - ε0

i (7)

〈Ψa
i |Ĥel|Ψb

j 〉 ) (ESCF
G + εa

i - ε0
i )δabδij + pba0

i ‚Tij.pb0b
j (1 - δij)

(a, b * 0) (8)
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calculations were performed with 1 core and 12 active MOs
(molecular orbitals) by using the GAMESS code.33 The active
space is spanned by 5a1, 3 b1, 3 b2, and 1a2 MOs, so that each
individual state is described by about 17 000 configuration state
functions. The SPC (simple point charge) geometry34 of water
with a H-O-H angle of 109.5° and an O-H bond length of 1
Å was employed for all calculations.

We begin with the electronic properties of a water molecule
in the absence of an external field. The results for the ground
and first five dipole-allowed singlet excited states are compiled
in Table 1. The convention for the molecular coordinate system
is that the positivez axis is along theC2 symmetry axis in the
direction from oxygen to the center of two hydrogen atoms,
the y coordinate is in the hydrogen-to-hydrogen direction, and
thex axis is perpendicular to the molecular plane. The CASSCF
calculations well reproduce the experimental results for elec-
tronic energies within∼0.5 eV. They also correctly capture the
dipole direction of the A˜ 1B1 state, which is opposite to that of
the X̃1A1 state.16 By contrast, the dipole moment of the C˜ 1B1

state is parallel to that of the ground state. The transition dipole
moment between the two1B1 states is quite large and is in the
z direction.

The ab initio results for the Stark effect on the ground and
first excited states, X˜ 1A1

ε and Ã1B1
ε, are presented in Table 2.

Here the superscriptε is to denote explicitly the application of
an external electric fieldεext in the positivezdirection. We notice
several interesting features. First, the degree of dipole moment
variations differs significantly between the two states (Figure
1); to be specific, A˜ 1B1

ε is much more polarizable than X˜ 1A1
ε.

In addition, the former shows a rather strong nonlinear electronic
behavior, while the latter mainly follows linear response.

Another noteworthy feature is that for 0e εext j 0.3 V/Å, the
magnitude of the A˜ 1B1

ε dipole moment decreases, because of a
(partial) cancellation of its permanent and induced dipole
moments which are opposite in direction. Forεext J 0.3 V/Å,
the latter becomes dominant, and as a result, the dipole moment
of Ã1B1

ε changes directions and becomes parallel to that of the
ground state.

To obtain a better understanding of the dipole variations of
the first excited state, we consider a simple two-state model
description consisting of the A˜ 1B1 and C̃1B1 states. For
convenience, the latter two will be referred to as the valence-
bond (VB) states in the rest of this section. The external field
in the positivez direction affects these VB states in two ways.
First, because their transition dipole moment is also along the
z direction, they become electronically coupled35 and the
resulting adiabatic states are given by a mixture of the two.
The lower adiabatic state defines the A˜ 1B1

ε state in the two-
state VB description. Second, because of their opposite dipole
directions, the A˜ 1B1 and C̃1B1 states are respectively destabilized
and stabilized byεext. Because their electronic coupling and
energy gap respectively increases and decreases withεext, their
mixing increases accordingly. Therefore, the electronic polariza-
tion of Ã1B1

ε is described as a growing mixing of the VB states
in the two-state model. Its dipole prediction for A˜ 1B1

ε is
compared with the ab initio result in Figure 1. The good
agreement up toεext ≈ 0.5 V/Å indicates that the polarization
of the first excited state occurs essentially via the electronic
mixing of Ã1B1 and C̃1B1 in this εext region. For largerεext,
however, the two-state model underestimates the A˜ 1B1

ε dipole
moment. This is expected because the contributions from higher
excited states are completely neglected. This alerts us that the
TAB description in section II based on a few basis functions
would break down, especially for the excited states, in the strong
electric field regime.

Another salient feature in Table 2 is that the energy difference
between X̃1A1

ε and Ã1B1
ε is a nonmonotonic function ofεext. To

be specific, for 0e εext j 0.45 V/Å, the energy gap grows
with the increasing field strength. This arises from the relative
destabilization of the first excited state viaεext, compared with
the ground state. Forεext J 0.5 V/Å, however, the A˜ 1B1

ε state

TABLE 1: CASSCF Results for an Isolated Water Molecule

A. Vacuum Energy Gapa

state CASSCF exptb

Ã1B1 7.58 7.3-7.49
B̃1A1 9.80 9.69-9.73
C̃1B1 10.45 9.99-10.10
D̃1A1 10.52 10.14-10.17
1B2 11.33 11.4

B. Dipole Matrix Elementsc

state X̃1A1 Ã1B1 B̃1A1 C̃1B1 D̃1A1
1B2

X̃1A1 1.84ẑ
Ã1B1 -1.33x̂ -1.66ẑ
B̃1A1 1.69ẑ -0.22x̂ -0.98ẑ
C̃1B1 -0.32x̂ 5.36ẑ 0.01x̂ 5.78ẑ
D̃1A1 0.99ẑ 4.87x̂ 1.88ẑ 0.848x̂ -0.380ẑ
1B2 -0.85ŷ 0 -7.48ŷ 0 4.13ŷ -1.62ẑ

a Units: eV. b Reference 12.c Units: D.

TABLE 2: CASSCF Results for the Ground and First B1
Excited States in the Presence of an External Electric Field

dipole
moment (D)

energy
(hartree)

field
strength
(V/Å) X̃ 1A1

ε Ã1B1
ε X̃1A1

ε Ã1B1
ε

excitation
energy
(eV)

0.00 +1.837 -1.660 -76.2198 -75.9413 7.578
0.25 +1.954 -0.143 -76.2188 -75.9349 7.725
0.40 +2.022 +1.155 -76.2183 -75.9327 7.772
0.45 +2.046 +1.772 -76.2181 -75.9323 7.778
0.50 +2.070 +2.523 -76.2180 -75.9322 7.777
0.55 +2.094 +3.448 -76.2178 -75.9324 7.768
0.75 +2.186 +8.786 -76.2174 -75.9377 7.611
1.00 +2.303 +14.297 -76.2170 -75.9558 7.108
1.50 +2.537 +17.397 -76.2169 -76.0085 5.670
2.00 +2.776 +18.344 -76.2177 -76.0677 4.081

Figure 1. Dipole moments of the X˜ 1A1
ε (‚‚‚) and Ã1B1

ε (s) states as a
function of the applied field strength in vacuum. For comparison, the
result of the two-state VB description for A˜ 1B1

ε is also shown (-‚-).
The ground-state dipole moment varies nearly linearly in the entire
εext range we have examined. By contrast, the A˜ 1B1

ε state shows strong
nonlinear response for 0.5j εext j 1.5 V/Å. The two-state VB model
describes the A˜ 1B1

ε dipole moment reasonably well up toεext ≈ 0.5
V/Å, but it yields an underestimation for strongerεext.
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becomes highly polarized, so that it becomes more dipolar and
thus better stabilized byεext than X̃1A1

ε. Therefore, the gap
diminishes with growingεext.

IV. Molecular Dynamics Simulation

A. Method. In the present study, we use the polarizable TAB/
10D potential model with five interaction sites.20a,b,36The rigid
SPC geometry34 is employed for three real sites, corresponding
to the oxygen and two hydrogen atoms. Two fictitious sites off
the molecular plane describe the out-of-plane electronic structure
variation of water. This allows for, e.g., polarizability and
hyperpolarizability both in and out of the water molecular plane.
Ten basis functions are employed in TAB/10D. The first six
TAB functions correspond to the ground and five dipole-allowed
singlet excited states of water (cf. Table 1), while the remaining
four effectively represent the highly excited states that are
truncated. The diagonal and overlap charge distributions of the
TAB functions are represented as partial point charges centered
on the five sites. In Table 3, the matrix representations ofĥi

and p̂i for TAB/10D are presented. Their parameters are
adjusted, so that they reasonably reproduce various properties
of water monomer, dimer, and liquid. Thus, their values are
somewhat different from the ab initio results in Table 1. For a
more detailed description of the model, the reader is referred
to refs 20a and 36.

The simulations were performed in the canonical ensemble
of 128 water molecules using the extended system method of
Nosé37 at the following temperatures and densities:T ) 298 K
andd ) 0.997 g cm-3 (AW); 673 K and 0.22 g cm-3 (SCW1);
673 K and 0.44 g cm-3 (SCW2); 673 K and 0.66 g cm-3

(SCW3). Periodic, truncated octahedral boundary conditions38

were employed. All solvent bonds were constrained with the
SHAKE algorithm.39 The trajectories were integrated with a time
step of 2 fs with the Verlet algorithm.40 At each time step the
single-molecule wave functionsψn

i were calculated by solving
eq 5 iteratively; the SCF solutions were converged with a
relative tolerance of 10-8 in total electrostatic energy.20,36 The
Coulombic interactions were computed with the Ewald method41

with account of the self-consistency condition between the
central and image molecule charges. The intermolecular forces
were evaluated by differentiatingU in eq 4 using the Hellmann-
Feynman theorem that is exact in the SCF regime.

Equilibrium simulations were carried out with 10 ps of
equilibration, followed by a 500 ps trajectory, from which
averages were computed.

B. Results.The lowest photoabsorption bands of ambient and
supercritical water determined via eq 7 with the neglect of

electronic relaxation are displayed in Figure 2. The oscillator
strength variation with the absorption energy is also ignored in
the calculations. Thus, the photoabsorption spectrum in this
approximation is given by the density of 1MES as a function
of the energy gap∆Ea

i . For comparison, the lowest electronic
transition X̃1A1 f Ã1B1 in a vacuum (cf. Table 3A) is also
shown. Because of the absence of intramolecular dynamics in
our model description, there is no line broadening associated
with the vacuum spectrum. We, however, note that the
experimental value for the full width at half-maximum (fwhm)
is ∆vac≈ 1 eV in vacuum.12 There are several noticeable features
in Figure 2. First, there is a significant line broadening induced
by solvation. This arises from the inhomogeneous distribution
of differing local solvation environments for individual water
molecules (see Figure 3a). Second, compared with the vacuum
transition, the peak position of the first absorption band in
solution is blue-shifted. Also the degree of blue shift tends to
increase with the density of water although the saturation occurs
at d ≈ 0.44 g cm-3 (see Figure 5). The existence of an upper
bound for the photon energy is directly related to the nonmono-
tonic behavior of the energy gap with the electric field discussed
in section III.

To gain insight into the effects of solvation and its fluctuations
on the electronic structure and photoabsorption spectrum, we
have studied thez component,εz, of the local electric field
arising from the environment, evaluated at the oxygen site of
the water molecules. Its probability distributionP(εz) is shown

TABLE 3: Parameters for the TAB/10D Model

A. Vacuum Hamiltoniana

diagonal elements) [0, 7.6, 9.6, 10.5, 11.0, 11.5, 14.0, 16.8, 18.0, 25.0]

B. Electric Dipole Operatorb,c

p̂ ) (1.85ẑ -2.15x̂ 1.60ẑ -0.50x̂ 1.20ẑ -2.58ŷ -3.00ŷ 2.45ẑ -3.00x̂ 2.65ẑ
-2.15x̂ -1.45ẑ -0.42x̂ 2.70ẑ 4.20ẑ 0 0 0 0 0
1.60ẑ -0.42x̂ -0.70ẑ 0 1.80ẑ -5.00ŷ 3.45ŷ 1.32ẑ -2.30x̂ 0
-0.50x̂ 2.70ẑ 0 4.30ẑ 0.84x̂ 0 0 0 0 0
1.20ẑ 4.20x̂ 1.80ẑ 0.84x̂ 1.20ẑ 4.00ŷ 3.45ŷ 1.32ẑ -2.30x̂ 0
-2.58ŷ 0 -5.00ŷ 0 4.00ŷ -1.00ẑ 0 0 0 0
-3.00ŷ 0 3.45ŷ 0 3.45ŷ 0 4.00ẑ 2.35ŷ 0 0
2.45ẑ 0 1.32ẑ 0 1.32ẑ 0 2.35ŷ 3.00ẑ 0 0
-3.00x̂ 0 -2.30x̂ 0 -2.30x̂ 0 0 0 -1.60ẑ 0
2.65ẑ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1.60ẑ

)
a Units: eV. b Dipole units: D.c For partial charge assignment used in the actual simulations, see ref 36.

Figure 2. Distribution of 1MES energy gap∆Ea
i : ambient (s);

SCW1 (‚‚‚); SCW2 (-‚‚‚-); SCW3 (-‚-). For comparison, the lowest
vacuum transition line of TAB/10D is also shown (- -). For the entire
spectrum, see ref 20a,b.
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in Figure 3a. Regardless of density,P(εz) is located mainly on
the positiveεz axis, so that the vacuum X˜ 1A1 and Ã1B1 states
of water are stabilized and destabilized in solution, respectively.
This solvation-induced destabilization of the excited state is in
line with blue shift in Figure 2. As expected,P(εz) shifts toward
higher field strengthsviz., water becomes more polarswith
increasingd. The TAB/10D results for the static dielectric
constantε0 are 3.3, 7.6, 14.3, and 105 for SCW1, SCW2, SCW3,
and AW, respectively.42 Because of thermal fluctuations,P(εz)
is characterized by a broad distribution; its width increases with
d at fixed T. Thus, for instance, despite its average value of

∼1.5 V/Å, εz can sometimes exceed 2.5 V/Å in AW. This would
induce highly polarized excited states, which have an important
consequence for the Urbach tail in AW (see below).

We turn to the dipole moment of 1MES associated with the
first absorption band of Figure 2. The probability distributions
P(µz

e) of its z component,µz
e, at different water densities are

exhibited in Figure 3b. We notice that, at a given fixed density,
the excited-state dipole moment varies markedly. This arises
from the solvation-dependent dipole enhancement induced by
a fluctuating local electric field (Figure 3a). The modulation of
the excited-state electronic character throughd is also striking.
At the lowest densityd ) 0.22 g cm-3 we studied, the maximum
of the dipole distribution is located aroundµz

e ) -1.3 D. Thus,
the majority of water molecules in SCW1 retain, to a large
extent, the vacuum A˜ 1B1 character in their first excited states.
Nevertheless, a long tail of the distribution indicates that a
sizable amount of water undergoes a significant dipole enhance-
ment because of solvation fluctuations. Asd increases, the dipole
distribution shifts in the positiveµz

e direction; its peak position
is µz

e ≈ -0.8 D for d ) 0.44 g cm-3, 0.0 D for 0.66 g cm-3,
and 4.5 D for 1 g cm-3. This is due to the increasing local
electric field strength withd, which in turn enhances the induced
dipole moment of the water excited states. In view of the two-
state analysis above, this means that electronic mixing of A˜ 1B1

and C̃1B1 grows withd. The inspection of the state coefficients
shows that the first excited states in AW are on the average
nearly 60-40 mixing of Ã1B1 and C̃1B1, while the latter
accounts forj5% % in SCW1.

It is interesting that, despite their nearly identical energy gap
distribution (Figure 3a), AW and SCW3 are characterized by
totally different P(µz

e) in Figure 3b. To pursue this a little
further, µz

e associated with the red edge of the energy gap
distribution, i.e.,∆Ea

i < 7.8 eV, is compared in Figure 3c. Its
main contribution arises from the highly polarized excited states
with µz

e ≈ 5 D in AW, while it is from nearly unpolarized
states withµz

e ≈ -1.2 D in SCW3. This means that the water
molecules subject to an extremely strong local electric field (εz

J 2.4 V/Å) yield the red edge in the former, whereas it is
relatively weak field (εz j 0.2 V/Å) that is responsible in the
latter.

Before we proceed to the exciton delocalization effects, we
make brief contact with the Urbach tail observed experimentally
in condensed phases (see section I). We attribute the appearance
of the tail in AW to the electronic transitions to highly polarized
excited states present under an extremely polar solvation
configuration (cf. Figure 3c). This proposal provides a simple
explanation for the temperature dependence3-6,8 of the tail at
normal densityd ) 1 g cm-3. As T increases,P(εz) becomes
broader and thusεz responsible for the Urbach tail becomes
stronger. This results in better stabilization of the corresponding
excited states, which then shifts the tail to lower energies.
Because the thermal fluctuations ofεz are larger in liquid water
than in ice, our theory also predicts that the Urbach tail is more
extended in the former than in the latter, consonant with
experiments. However, the situation changes dramatically with
the reduction of density. For SCW3 withd ) 0.66 g cm-3, the
excited states relevant for the tail (viz.,∆Ea

i < 7.8 eV) are
characterized by small dipoles in thenegatiVe z direction, in
total contrast with the AW case. We would thus expect that, at
fixed T, the electronic character of the excited states associated
with the Urbach tail changes from highly to weakly polarized
and from positive to negativeµz

e as the density diminishes. It
would also be possible that, at some intermediate density, the

Figure 3. (a) Probability distributionP(εz) of thezcomponent of local
electric field arising from environment, evaluated at the oxygen site of
each water molecule, (b)P(µz

e) of 1MES and (c)P(µz
e) for ∆Ea

i < 7.8
eV: ambient (s); SCW1 (‚‚‚); SCW2 (-‚‚‚-); SCW3 (-‚-).
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tail would involve both highly polarized, positive and weakly
polarized, negativeµz

e. To test our proposal, we suggest an
electroabsorption study27 of water under differing thermody-
namic conditions. To be specific, by the comparison of the
absorption spectra in the presence and absence of an external
electric field at various densities, one would be able to probe
the excited-state dipole moment and polarizability and their
variations with the photon energy. This would provide insight
into the electronic character of the Urbach tail and its modulation
with d.

We examine the influence of exciton delocalization on the
first absorption band via the 1MCI method in eq 8. The results
for AW and SCW1 are shown in Figure 4. We notice that the
inclusion of 1MCI broadens the absorption spectrum and shifts
it to low energies, compared to that obtained with the neglect
of exciton delocalization. Also, asd increases, the 1MCI effects
tend to grow because the number of neighboring water
molecules available for exciton delocalization increases and their
average distance from the central molecule decreases.43 Thus,
the ∆Ea

i distribution and 1MCI yield nearly the same spectral
line shape for low-density SCW1. By contrast, the effects of
exciton delocalization are very pronounced for high-density AW.
For instance, the 1MCI prediction of its fwhm is about∆solv )
0.6 eV; this is a factor of 2 increase, compared to that obtained
from the∆Ea

i distribution. This broadening tends to reduce the
character of the red tail of the absorption band, compared with
Figure 2. Also the 1MCI result for blue shift in AW is about
0.3 eV smaller than that of the energy gap distribution. Thus,
the former yields a blue shift of∼0.4-0.5 eV with respect to
the vacuum absorption line. While this underestimates the
observed value by∼0.3-0.4 eV, we stress that it correctly
captures both the direction and order of magnitude of the spectral
shift. We further note that the broader and more symmetric line
shape of 1MCI agrees better with experiments2-11 than the
∆Ea

i distribution in Figure 2.
It is worth mentioning here that the TAB/10D model also

captures the photoabsorption properties of a water dimer
reasonably well. Specifically, with the 1MCI method, we found
that the lowest excitation of a dimer in the minimum-energy
configuration36 in the ground electronic state is blue-shifted by
∼0.39 eV, compared to a monomer. This is in fair agreement
with the ab initio calculations;21-24 the MRCI and MCSCF
methods, for example, yield spectral blue shift of 0.2722 and
0.25 eV,23 respectively.

C. Perspectives.Our results above paint the picture that
solvation destabilization of A˜ 1B1, electronic mixing, and exciton
delocalization play an important role in spectral line shape and
blue shift of liquid water. To place this in perspective, we
consider some of the aspects that are not properly reflected in
our description. One is the Rydbergization13 destabilization of
the water excited states, mentioned above in section I. This is
the conventional explanation invoked for spectral blue shift of
water in the condensed phases.14 In the TAB/10D model,
because the Lennard-Jones interactions are assumed to be
independent of electronic states, the Rydbergization is not
accounted for in a strict sense.44 This probably explains why
the 1MCI underestimates the experimental blue shift by 0.3-
0.4 eV for AW. To correct this, we approximately incorporate
the Rydbergization effect into the absorption spectra by

where∆ERy is the Rydbergization contribution to spectral shift,
gOO(r) is the oxygen-oxygen radial distribution function,S(r)
is the electron overlap integral, andn is the water number
density. We further approximate eq 9 as

wherer* is an effective cutoff distance to modelS(r) andR is
a proportionality constant. We chooser* ) 3.5 Å andR )
0.07 eV assuming that∆ERy ≈ 0.35 eV under an ambient
condition. This yields∆ERy ≈ 0.09, 0.16, 0.24, and 0.37 eV
for SCW1, SCW2, SCW3, and AW, respectively.45 The Ryd-
bergization-corrected photoabsorption spectrasi.e., the 1MCI
results of Figure 4 shifted by∆ERysunder different thermo-
dynamic conditions are shown in Figure 5. Except for the line
width correction due to intramolecular dynamics (eq 11), the
results there are the best predictions of the TAB/10D model
within the 1MCI scheme. We notice that there is a close
correlationsthough nonlinearsbetween the average water den-
sity and spectral blue shift in the liquid and supercritical
phases.46 Because of the lack of experiments in the supercritical
phase, comparison with measurements is not possible. It will
thus be interesting to see if the results in Figure 5 are borne out
as photoabsorption data for supercritical water become available
in the future.

Another feature not included in our study is the line-
broadening contribution from intramolecular dynamics. As

Figure 4. Lowest photoabsorption band of TAB/10D water with the
inclusion of exciton delocalization via 1MCI: ambient (s); SCW1
(‚‚‚). For comparison, the corresponding energy gap distributions in
Figure 2 are repeated: ambient (-‚‚‚-); SCW1 (‚‚‚).

Figure 5. Rydbergization-corrected photoabsorption band of TAB/
10D water with the inclusion of exciton delocalization: ambient (s);
SCW1 (‚‚‚); SCW2 (-‚‚‚-); SCW3 (-‚-).

∆ERy ∝ n∫0

∞
drb gOO(r) S(r) (9)

∆ERy ≈ Rn∫0

r*

drb gOO(r) (10)
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mentioned above,∆vac ) 0 in the TAB/10D description because
of its rigid geometry, whereas∆vac ≈ 1 eV experimentally.12 If
we take account of the intramolecular contribution via

the total fwhm in AW becomes∆tot ≈ 1.2 eV at the 1MCI level
with ∆solv ) 0.6 eV and∆vac ) 1 eV. This further improves
the agreement with the experimental line shape for AW. On a
related issue, only the solvation and exciton delocalization
effects are reflected in our∆solv calculation. The inclusion of
other electronic relaxation effects and thermal fluctuations of
Rydbergization destabilization not considered here would also
increase∆solv and thus∆tot.

While the TAB/10D model yields a red tail, it is not as
extensive as in measurements. We believe that this is due to
the underestimation of the excited-state dipole moments of AW
in the presence of an extremely high local electric field. As
pointed out above (Figure 1), because of the neglect of the highly
excited states, the TAB description would underestimate the
induced dipole moment of the low-lying excited states and thus
their solvation stabilization, especially in the strong electric field
regime. This would overestimate the electronic transition
energies to highly polarized excited states that are mainly
responsible for the Urbach tail. We would thus expect that the
actual tail would be extended more toward longer wavelengths
than predicted here. In principle, this situation could be improved
considerably in the simulations within the TAB framework by
introducing additional excited states which couple to A˜ 1B1

ε and
C̃1B1

ε. Also an excited-state partial charge transfer between
water molecules1a not included in our description could further
enhance the Urbach tail.

Finally, we briefly consider an implication of solvation-
induced mixing of the excited electronic states on multiphoton
ionization of water. The ground-state electronic configuration
of water is (1a1)2(2a1)2(1b2)2(3a1)2(1b1)2, where the nonbonding
1b1 is essentially a 2px AO of oxygen. The A˜ 1B1 and C̃1B1

excited states, on the other hand, have strong 1b1 f 3sa1 and
1b1 f 3pa1 Rydberg character, respectively. Thus, we drastically
simplify our description to treat X˜ 1A1 f Ã1B1 and X̃1A1 f
C̃1B1 as mainlypx f s andpx f pz transitions of oxygen AOs,
respectively. Then, within the electric dipole framework, X˜ 1A1

f Ã1B1would be three-photon-allowed because of thep f s
character, while X˜ 1A1 f C̃1B1would be two-photon-allowed
because ofp f p.47 This would mean that two-photon and three-
photon excitations would populate preferentially the C˜ 1B1 (3pa1)
and Ã1B1 (3sa1) components of the solution-phase first excited
state, respectively. Because 3pa1 is much more diffuse than 3sa1,
we would expect from the uncertainty principle that typical
momentum and kinetic energy of electrons ejected from the
former (and thus from C˜ 1B1) in the ionization would be lower
than those from the latter (and thus from A˜ 1B1). As a result,
the electrons produced via two-photon excitations would travel
a shorter distance in the medium (before they become solvated)
than those via three-photon absorptions. And, the ensuing
geminate recombinations would be faster in the two-photon
ionization than in the three-photon process. Another potentially
important factor would be the correlation between water
structure and electron solvation. The angular distribution of the
electrons ejected from 3pa1 would be anisotropic because of
its pz nature, whereas 3sa1 would yield an isotropic distribution.
Because electron solvation occurs very rapidly (its time scale,
∼1 ps,48,49 is comparable to the water structural relaxation
time50,51), the electrons resulting from anisotropic 3pa1 would

probably see different water structure than those from isotropic
3sa1 during their initial localization into preexisting traps. This
could also contribute to the difference in electron-cation distance
distributions between the two- and three-photon excitations.
Therefore, it would be of considerable interest to make a detailed
comparison of recombination kinetics of two- and three-photon
ionizations of water in the low irradiance limit where a 3+1
process is not accessible.25,26

V. Concluding Remarks

We have examined the electronic absorption spectra of water
under ambient and supercritical conditions via the 1MCI method.
By employing the TAB/10D model,20a,b,36 solvation-induced
electronic structure variations were explicitly accounted for in
the simulations. The Rydbergization effect14 was incorporated
approximately via the oxygen-oxygen radial distribution at
short separations. The first absorption band was found to be
broadened and blue-shifted in liquid, compared to that in
vacuum. The broadening arises from the inhomogeneous
distribution of solvation environments, while the blue-shift is
due to the solvation and Rydbergization destabilizations of the
excited states.

The TAB/10D description yields a tail on the red edge of
the absorption spectrum, although it is not as extensive as that
in measurements. We found that thermal fluctuations of the local
electric field and accompanying solvation-dependent electronic
mixing of the vacuum A˜ 1B1 and C̃1B1 states are of primary
importance to the appearance of the tail. To be specific, highly
polarized excited states of water, existing under extremely polar
solvation environments, are responsible for the tail in AW. By
contrast, in low-density SCW, it arises from the relatively
unpolarized excited states in the presence of weakly polar
environments. To test this notion, we have proposed an
electroabsorption study of water.

It would be worthwhile in the future to extend the TAB/10D
description in more realistic directions. The direct incorporation
of the Rydbergization destabilization into the simulations can
be achieved by introducing state-dependent Lennard-Jones
potentials. This will provide a great improvement over the
approximate correction via eq 10, employed in the current study.
Also polarizability enhancement for the excited states is needed
to accurately describe the Urbach tail. This, together with the
direct incorporation of Rydbergization, will further clarify the
excited-state electronic structure variation with thermodynamic
conditions and shed light on, e.g., the photoabsorption behavior
of ice. Another important direction is the inclusion of intramo-
lecular dynamics using flexible geometry. Finally, account of
intermolecular partial charge transfer for both the ground and
excited states of water would be a very desirable but challenging
extension.
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